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ABSTRACT
Objective: Sex estimation is one of the crucial steps for human identification, which is evident in cases of commingled, eroded, and/or missing
remains. When pelvis or skull are unavailable, scapula has been used as an alternative bone for determining sex. Besides, the scapula was shown
to be population-specific in several studies. Limited dry bone collections in Malaysia have led to various recommendations of virtual anthropology
studies of bone in human identification. The aims of this study were to investigate the sexual dimorphism of the scapula using three-dimensional (3D)
computed tomography (CT) imaging and to generate population-specific equations for sex determination in the Malaysian population.
Methods: A total of 66 CT thorax images of 33 males and 33 females were taken. Morphological breadth (MB) and morphological length (ML) on bilateral
scapulae were measured on 3D CT reconstructed images. Independent t-test and discriminant function analysis (DFA) were performed for analysis.

Results: Results revealed that both parameters showed sexual dimorphism of scapula but displayed no difference between the right and left
scapulae. DFA showed that MB and ML had high accuracy for sex estimation. The equations were highly accurate when both parameters were used in
combination, followed by MB only and ML only, in that sequence.
Conclusion: In brief, scapula measurements may be useful for forensic assessment of sex in the Malaysian population.
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INTRODUCTION
Forensic identification of human remains is one of the most challenging
parts in the forensic investigation. In cases of severe mutilation and
advanced decomposition in human remains, biological profiles such
as sex, age, stature, and ethnic must be determined to allow a positive
identification. Accurate estimation of sex is clearly an important
consideration toward facilitating the identification of an unknown
individual because estimation of age at death and stature is sexdependent [1]. Besides, it reduces the possible matches by half by
identifying the sex of human remains [2].

Identification of skeletonized remains by forensic anthropologist
is usually done by either the morphological or metric methods.
The morphological method requires vast experience, where visual
assessment is made on dry bones, which depends much on the
subjectivity of the observer. Another method is the metric analysis,
where predictions are made based on equations or models from
statistical methods [3]. Metric analysis usually derives from bone
measurements or radiological bone images. Alternatively, identification
can be done by combining both methods, which may be useful in cases,
where the remaining bone is indefinite and altered in architecture
and morphology. In cases of rheumatoid arthritis, certain degree
of inflammation may predict bone loss, which might be of value in
identifying the risk of developing osteoporosis [4]. This can lead to a
fracture that will affect the identification of human remains.
Sex estimation has been widely done on pelvis and cranium, as they
provide the most accurate assessment of sex [5]. If these bones

were not available or severely crushed, other bones may be used
for identification purposes. Several studies have been using long
bones [6,7], metatarsal [8], and vertebral bodies [9] as alternatives for
sex estimation. Nevertheless, the scapula is also one of the bones that
manifest sexually dimorphic features [10,11]. The reason being, that
after growth response has stopped, the changes in scapula are almost
insignificant in its sexuality [11].
Several studies have been conducted on the estimation of sex from
scapula [10-15], where various human groups displayed different
skeletal features depending on their geographical areas and
genetic pattern [5,16]. These studies had used either dry skeletal
collection [12-14] or multi-slice computed tomography (CT) for sex
estimation [10,11,15,17]. Over the recent decades, multi-slice CT has
been extensively used in forensic anthropology. It allows researchers to
deal with issues using traditional anthropological approaches, without
compromising the bony remains [18].

In Malaysia, there is a paucity of studies on bone morphometry focusing
on identification of skeletonized remains. Limited skeletal collection
and sources of biological data are the main challenges for these
restrictions. With the increased trend of mass disaster in Malaysia such
as massive flood and landslide, along with the Malaysia airline plane
crash in Ukraine, it leads to demanding needs of identification of human
remains based on the Malaysian population. With such limitation, there
were only a few studies in Malaysia using CT scan of crania and mandible
for forensic identification [19-21]. Besides, there is no such study using
scapula for identification in Malaysia. For these reasons, this study was
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conducted to establish criteria for sex estimation in scapula by threedimensional (3D) CT and to generate population-specific equations for
estimating sex in the Malaysian population.
METHODS

Subjects
The study was conducted retrospectively using CT thorax images retrieved
from the Radiology Department, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia
Medical Center from 2015 to 2017. The ethics approval was granted by
the University Ethics Committee (Ethic no: UKM PPI/111/8/JEP-2018004). The data comprised 66 subjects with 33 males and 33 females,
aged between 25 and 60 years (mean age: 40 years). Only subjects with
intact scapula by CT scan were included in this study, while subjects
with scapula fractures, congenital anomalies, and/or back injuries, that
might affect scapula dimensions, were excluded from the study. Apart
from that, subjects aged >60 were excluded due to increased incidence
of osteoporosis [22]. The CT was performed by Siemens SOMATOM
Sensation 64 (Siemens Germany Ltd.) with 0.5 mm slices thickness, and
auto-programmed for reconstruction at 1.0 mm for better resolution. The
3D-reconstructed images were done by volume rendering technique of
the CT images. OsiriX® software was used to segment the 3D images of the
CT scan so that the whole scapula could be visualized.

Fig. 1: Scapula in anterior view showing the morphological
breadth (as marked by the line)

Data collection
All specimens were anonymous and blinded to the observers during the
measurements. The measurements were taken to the nearest 0.01cm
(0.1 mm) according to the method by Zhang et al. (2016). The measured
parameters were as follows:
1. Morphological breadth (MB) - the distance between the medial
margin and middle of the margin of the glenoid cavity (Fig. 1).
2. Morphological length (ML) - the distance between the end of the
inferior angle and vertex of the superior angle (Fig. 2).
Error measurements
For intraobserver and interobserver variability, 20 randomly selected
CT images were re-measured from the reconstructed 3D images of
both scapulae. They were re-measured by the co-researcher and
first researcher. The intraobserver and interobserver variability was
performed by calculating the relative technical error of measurements
(rTEM) and coefficient reliability (R) of the data. Intraobserver
variability refers to the consistency of each measurement in the
same observer on the same sample at different times. By contrast,
interobserver variability refers to the consistency of each measurement
between two observers on the same sample [23].

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyzes were performed using SPSS version 21.0 (Microsoft
Office 2013, Microsoft. Redmond, WA, USA). Independent t-test was used
to analyze for any difference in measurements between the right and
left scapula, and to analyze for any difference in measurements between
sexes. Discriminant function analysis (DFA) was performed to generate
equations for sex estimation. Wilk’s lambda was yielded to determine
the significance of the discriminant functions in male and female groups.
The scale ranged from 0 to 1, in which 0 means total discrimination and
1 means no discrimination. Leave-one-out cross-validation was used to
determine the prediction accuracy rates in male and female groups [17].
RESULTS

The descriptive statistics (maximum, minimum, and mean and standard
deviation) of bilateral scapulae were presented (Table 1). By independent
t-test, there was no significant difference between the right and left
scapula (p<0.05). Hence, either scapula can be used for estimating sex. In
this study, the left scapula was chosen for estimating sex.
The descriptive statistics of the left scapula in male and female were
presented (Table 2), in which the mean values for MB and ML were
significantly higher in males than in females. By independent t-test,
there were significant differences for MB and ML between male and

Fig. 2: Scapula in posterior view showing the morphological
length (as marked by the line)
female (*p<0.05). This indicated that sexual dimorphism was evident in
scapula based on both parameters.

Univariate discriminant function and multivariate DFAs of the left
scapula were presented (Table 3). By using MB only, the accuracy
rate of the equations for male and female was 93.9% and 87.9%,
respectively. The overall accuracy rate of the equations was higher,
when a combination of parameters was used, followed by MB only and
ML only, in that sequence (Table 4).
The discriminant equation developed using MB only, was as follows:
Discriminant Scores (DS) = (2.24×MB)−21.68

The sectioning point is 0 so that if DS is more than 0, the individual is
male, and if DS is <0, the individual is female. Similarly, by using ML
only, the DFA showed 84.8% accuracy in both male and female. The
overall accuracy in determining sex was 84.8%.
The discriminant equation developed using ML only, was as follows:
DS = (1.13×ML)−19.62

The sectioning point is 0 so that if DS >0, the individual is male, and if
DS is <0, the individual is female. When both MB and ML were used in
estimating sex, the overall accuracy rate was greater (92.4%).
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Table 1: Independent t‑test for MB and ML in the left and right scapula
Parameter
MB
ML

Right scapula

Left scapula

p

n

Min.

Max.

Mean±SD

n

Min.

Max.

Mean±SD

66
66

8.24
11.48

11.10
15.90

9.57±0.66
13.64±1.06

66
66

8.33
11.85

10.94
15.94

9.69±0.67
13.70±1.09

0.31
0.74

*MB: Morphological breadth, ML: Morphological length, n: Sample size, Min: Minimum, Max: Maximum. *p value was significant when P<0.05. SD: Standard deviation

Table 2: Independent t‑test for MB and ML in male and female

Parameter
MB
ML

Male

Female

p

n

Min

Max

Mean±SD

n

Min

Max

Mean±SD

33
33

9.30
12.93

10.94
15.94

10.20±0.45
14.53±0.77

33
33

8.33
11.85

9.96
13.97

9.19±0.45
12.87±0.62

0.001
0.001

*MB: Morphological breadth, ML: Morphological length, n: Sample size, Min: Minimum, Max: Maximum. *p value was significant when P<0.05. SD: Standard deviation

Table 3: Univariate and multivariate DFA for MB and ML in male and female

Parameter
coefficients

n

MB only
Constant
ML only
Constant
MB
ML
Constant

66
66
66

Unstandardized coefficients
2.24
−21.68
1.13
−19.62
1.32
0.93
−25.52

Group centroid

Sectioning points

Wilk’s Lambda

−1.13

0

0.43

−1.44

0

0.32

Male

Female

1.13
1.44

1.19

−1.19

0

0.41

*MB: Morphological breadth, ML: Morphological length, n: Sample size, DFA: Discriminant function analysis

The discriminant equation for sex estimation using both parameters
was as follows:
DS = {(1.32×MB)+(0.93×ML)}−25.52

The sectioning point is 0 so that if DS >0, the individual is male, and if
DS is <0, the individual is female. A Wilk’s lambda test was performed
to analyze how well each independent parameter contributes to the
model. The scales range from 0 to 1, that is, 0 means total discrimination
and 1 means no discrimination. It means that the closer Wilk’s lambda
is to 0, the more the parameter contributes to the discriminant function.

The interobserver and intraobserver variability was performed by two
observers for 20 samples (Table 5). The acceptable ranges for rTEM for
a beginner anthropometrist were <1.5% for intraobserver and were
<2.0% for interobserver [24]. In the present study, both interobserver
and intraobserver variability showed rTEMs of <1.5% (0.61–0.71%)
and <2.0% (0.82–0.98%), respectively. The coefficient reliability,
R values for both parameters were >0.75 (0.97–0.99).
DISCUSSION

The present study had focused on sex estimation from reconstructed
3D CT of the scapula. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
study conducted in Malaysia that used 3D scapula for sex estimation.
It has provided baseline data of scapula measurements and generated
population-specific equations for the Malaysians.
In several studies on bilateral symmetry of the scapula, it was exhibited
that there was no significant difference between the right and left
scapula [10-12,14]. However, Dabbs and Moore-Jansen (2010) and
Hudson et al. (2016) indicated the presence of bilateral asymmetry
in the right and left scapula [25, 26]. In the present study, there was
bilateral symmetry of the scapula, which means that in cases, where
scapula is discovered, whether right or left side, it can either be used for
sex estimation using the present equations.

Table 4: Correct prediction rates for equations in original
sample and cross‑validated samples

Parameters

Correctly classified (%) Cross validated (%)
Male Female Overall Male Female

MB only
93.9
ML only
84.8
Both MB and ML 87.9

87.9
84.8
97.0

90.9
84.8
92.4

93.9
84.8
87.9

*MB: Morphological breadth, ML: Morphological length

87.9
84.8
97.0

Overall
90.9
84.8
92.4

Table 5: Interobserver and intraobserver variability in two
observers in the measurements of scapula

Parameters

n

MB
ML

20
20

Intraobserver

Interobserver

rTEM, %

R

rTEM, %

R

0.71
0.61

0.99
0.99

0.82
0.98

0.99
0.97

*MB: Morphological breadth, ML: Morphological length, rTEM: Relative
technical error of measurements, R: Coefficient reliability

The scapula was shown to be sexually dimorphic in several researches.
In the Greek population, Papaioannou et al. (2012) explained a good
separation (93% of total variability) between different sexes from
scapula measurements using principal component analysis. Koukiasa
et al. (2017) suggested that scapula was sexually dimorphic, where male
scapula was larger than female in many parameters [27]. Metric analysis
of the scapula by Dabbs and Moore-Jansen (2010), who measured 23
parameters, also showed that the parameters were sexually dimorphic.
Studies in Asian countries such as the Chinese population [17], Japanese
[10], and Thai [14] populations had documented significant differences
between male and female scapula. Both Zhang et al. (2016) and Torimitsu
et al. (2016) were using reconstructed 3D images in their studies. In the
present work, the mean values for both MB and ML yielded that male
scapula was significantly larger than female (p<0.01). These results
proved that scapula is useful as a sex indicator for the Malaysians.
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Further analyzes were conducted to generate discriminant equations from
the parameters, MB, and ML. The univariate and multivariate discriminant
functions were developed with sectioning points by cross-validation
analysis. For univariate discriminant analysis, the equations can be used
in cases, where only one measurement can be obtained, for instance,
in fragmented scapula. The present study showed that MB was 90.9%
accurate in both original sample and cross-validated sample, compared
to ML, which showed less accuracy (84.8%) in both original sample and
cross-validated sample. These results were comparable with the study
by Zhang et al. (2016), who showed 86.7% overall accuracy for MB and
84.8% overall accuracy for ML. In contrast, Torimitsu et al. (2016) and
Papaioannou et al. (2012) stated a higher accuracy for ML compared to
that with MB. The discrepancies between these studies may be attributed
to variations in the structure of the scapula in different populations
[10]. It may be also due to the different techniques used in the scapula
measurements contributing to value discrepancies. For instance, in the
study by Zhang et al. (2016), the anterior part of the scapular was used to
measure MB compared to that by Torimitsu et al. (2016) and Papaioannou
et al. (2012), who used posterior view of scapula for measurements.
Evidently, the overall accuracy of the equation was higher (92.4%)
when both MB and ML were used in combination, compared to using
only a single parameter. Previous studies had stated that using multiple
parameters; the accuracy can rise to 95% compared to using only a
single parameter [1,10,24]. In addition, the Wilk’s lambda had yielded
good discrimination in the equation models. The Wilk’s lambda for
a single parameter was lower for ML (0.41) than for MB (0.43). In
both parameters, the Wilk’s Lambda showed a better separation
in the equations. The results had indicated that by combining both
parameters, the equation yielded good accuracy and reliability.

In the recent decades, CT scapula had frequently been used for sex
estimation in several populations [10,15,17,18]. The main concern was
to know whether utilization of CT was comparable with that using direct
measurement on dry scapula bone. Few comparable studies were done to
examine the reliability of the above methods. Stull et al. (2014) stated that
CT scan is an acceptable option for the anthropologists, as the difference
between CT image and true bone was only within the range of ± 2mm,
which can be considered a close approximation [28]. In addition, Ali et al.
(2018) had compared between dry bone and CT scan and documented
that CT scan is a reliable method and has rapidly been used for human
identification, especially in mass disaster. The application of CT scan is
considerably useful and reliable, as an option for sex estimation, especially
when there are only limited dry bone collections in many populations.

In this study, interobserver and intraobserver variability was analyzed to
measure the reliability and repeatability of the scapula measurements.
It is a pivotal matter in ensuring that the data collected were accurate
and reproducible. The technical error of measurement is one of the
accuracy indexes that have been adopted by the International Society
Standardization Advancement in Kinanthropometry [24]. It can
demonstrate the degree of accuracy in the measurements of parameters
among observers. Intraobserver and interobserver variability in the
current study had shown acceptable rTEM values for intraobserver (1.5%)
and interobserver (2.0%). In fact, the R value in this study had exceeded
the acceptable levels of R that ranged between 0.97 and 0.99 [29].
CONCLUSION

This study had demonstrated the presence of sexual dimorphism in
scapula, which could be used as an alternative for the identification of
skeletonized remains in the Malaysian population. The discriminant
function equations generated in this study can be useful in estimating
sex. However, additional parameters for scapula in an extended sample
are recommended to validate the findings in this study.
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